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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF Pd-Ag DIFFUSER MODELING

J. CHABOT, J. SANNIER

CEA - DTA/CEREM/DTM.'SCECF- BP 6, 92235 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

A Darametric study has alloued to optimize diameter and length of tubular finger membranes and
to desisn two bundle-type permeators. Their performances are excellent and very close to these of the
Perfecf Piston Flow mode!.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a nuciear fu.sion reactor the exhaust gas
emanating from the plasma has to be
reprocessed in order to separate hydrogen
isotopes from impurities before recycling the t>T
mixture into the machine and releasing the
gaseous wastes into the atmosphere.

Among the candidate processes, a favoured
technique "for the removing of the free
deuterium and tritium is diffusion through Pd-Ag
membranes. This process is well known but
existing permeators are not really well adapted
to NET operating conditions.

Within the framework of the European
Fusion Technology Programme, an optimization
study of membrane geometry and permeator
configuration has been carried out at
CEA/Fomenay-aux-Roses by considering NET
specific requirements. It includes two parrs : (i) a
parametric study of individual finger membranes
in order to determine the more suitable length
and diameter, (ji) tests of two bundle-type
permeators equipped with the best membranes.

2. PALLAS II LOOP

Experiments were carried out in PALLAS
II loop schematized in figure 1. In this device
which is operaied in the once-through mode,
hydrogen containing a well known amount of
helium is first heated up by passing through the
preheater before to be ted to'the permeation cell
which is maintained at a constant temperature.
The gas mixture flows :nrough the ceil while
hydrogen diffuses, acro.-i the individual
membrane or the bundle oi membranes into the
inside of the lingers and it simultaneously
extracted by mear.s of a Roots pump associated
to a pr.marv pump.

Tests are made bv oreser.ina the

temperature and the driving pressure (total
pressure in the cell) which are kept constant
whereas the bleed flow-rate is varied during the
test. For each bleed flow-rate, the corresponding
permeated hydrogen flow-rate is directly
measured by means of a mass flow-meter and
the residual hydrogen content in the bleed is
determined at the cell exit by using the mass
spectro-meter. In any case measurements are
made only when steady-state permeation flow
across the membrane is established. Moreover
the permeated hydrogen flow-rate is also
determined by applying the statement of mass
conservation to the system (total or partial
material balance). On the whole the two values
aaree within a scattering of ± 59c.
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Fig. ! : Schematic diagram of PALLAS II loop

PARAMETRIC STUDY

3.1 Experimental conditions
Tests were carried out at 300°C using a

H-, - 5 Tc He mixture under a pressure of 1.1 bar.
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Seven individual Pd-Ag tubular finger
membranes of 0.1 mm thickness and various
diameter and length (table I) were supplied by
the Comptoir Lyon Alemand Louyot (CL5JL).
Each membrane was located in a cylindrical
stainless-steel cell which constitutes the
permeation unit.

Prior to experiments the as-received
membranes were pretreated, in situ, during
3 hours at 4500C in the presence of air followed
by 3 hours at 4;>0cC in a H2-He mixture. As
already observed1, this prior treatment gives
clean and reproducible surfaces and enhances
efficiency by a factor of about 10.

3.2 Influence of geometrical parameters on
membrane efficiency
For convenient comparison purpose, all the

reported results are referring to an effective Pd-
Ag area of 1 m2.

Membrane diameter (Fig. 2)
For a given length (690mm), performances

of membranes 2.5 and 5 mm diameter are about
identical and much better than those of 1.35 mm
diameter. Corresponding permeated hydrogen
flow-rates are significantly higher and
correlatively hydrogen contents in the bleed are
much lower. Moreover with these two

Table I
Membrane and cell geometrical characteristics

Refe-
rence

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

Membrane characteristics

Inner
diameter

(mm)

1.35
with spring

135

:.5
2.5
JO

5.0

5.0

Lenath

(mm)

690

690

390
690

195

350

690

Effective
>d-A3are

(cm2)

31.4

31.4
318

56.3
31.2
56.0

110.5

Cell length (mm)

Inner
diameter
42.5 mm

890

890

530
890

370

530

890

Inner
diameter
12 mm

890

890

membrane diameters, no hydrogen is detected at
the cell exit for bleed flow-rates lower than
1.5 l.miir1 while concentrations up to about
10 vol% are measured under the same
conditions with the 1.35 mm diameter
membrane.

Membrane length (Fig. 3)
For a given diameter, longer membranes

show better performances than the shorter ones.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Bleed flow rare ISTP l/min)

o msmb nB7 L = 690 ram
• memti. n°6 L = 350 nm
• memb. n"5 L = 195 mm

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Bleed flow rate (STP l/min)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Bleed flow rate (STP l/min]

1 2 3 L 5 6 7 B 9 10
Bleed flow rare (STP l/min)

F:g 2 Ensct of cinmerer on performances
of membranes (VO mm lone

Fig 3 • Effect of Iencth on performances
of membranes 5 mm diameter
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Permeated hydrogen fiow-rates decrease
significantly with membrane length and much
higher output of hydrogen in the bleed is
observed for short membranes.

Cell diameter
For the two more efficient membranes of

2Jj and 5 mm diameters and 690 mm long, two
cell diameters. 42.5 mm and 12 mm, were tested
corresponoinii respectively to annular spaces of
about 1400 mm2 for the larger cell and of 76 to
110 mm2 (depending on membrane diameter)
for the other one. No significant influence of the
annular space is observed, hydrogen
concentration in the bleed only being slightly
higher for the larger one.

3.3 Comparison with theoretical models
Three models can be used to characterize

flow patterns within the permeation cell2 :
- perfect piston flow (PPF),
- piston-diffusion flow (PDF),
- perfectly stirred flow (PSF).

The PPF model logically leads to the best
permeator performances while the PSF provides
the least one, the PDF being an intermediate
case. Our experimental results were compared
with the two extreme models (PPF and PDF) by
using the equations of models and the
permeation coefficients of the following
equation derived from our previous study on
Pd-Ag membrane poisoning1:

, A 0.5 O.f 1400
D = 2.5 10 - (P - P ) e.vp. (- )

t 1 2 P RT

wi tn :
D
A
t
Pl
P,
T"
R

permeation rate, l.mirr1

effective Pd-Ag area, cm2

thickness of the membrane, cm
H; pressure outside the membrane, kPa
H^ pressure inside the membrane, kPa
membrane temperature, K
sas constant, cal.moH.K"1.

.Assuming P^ equal to zero, it appears (Fig.
4) that performances of the two longer
membranes (690 mm) with the larger diameters
(2.5 and 5 mm) are very close to"those of the
piston fluw mode! while performances of the
membranes of same length but of 1.35 mm
diameter are very far below. Consequently, the
two tirst ones have been selected for the desian
and construction of rwo bundle-type permeato~rs
tested in the second pan of this study.

O memo. n°7 d = 5 mm
D mtmb. n% d = 25 mm
a mtmb. n"1 d : 135 mm
• PPF model

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Bleed flow rate (STP l/min)

5 6 7 8 9 10

Bleed flow rafe (STP l/rainl

Fig. 4 : Performances of membranes 690 mm long.
Comparison with the PPF model

4. EFFICIENCY OF BUNDLE-TYPE
PERMEATORS

4.1 Experimental conditions
Two permeators supplied by CLAL and

schematized on fis. 5 were tested at 3000C in the
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Fig. 5 : Schema of the bundle-type permeators
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presence of three H2-He mixtures containing 5.
15 and 50 voKY He and under total driving
pressures of 1.1. 2 and 3 bars.

They consist of 19 finger membranes of
0.1 mm thickness, 690 mm length and 5 mm
internal diameter for the perrneiuor n" 1 (Aert- -
2090 cm2) and 2.5 mm for the permeator"n:=2
(A-^f = 1064 cm2). In both permeators, the
section allotted to the gas mixture to be
reprocessed is the same (700 mm2).

4.2 Comparison of permeators efficiencies in
the presence of H i - 5% He under 1.1 bar

The performances of the two permeators
are practically identical taking into account the
ratio of the Pd-Ag surfaces. As shown on fig. 6,
both permeators are in accordance with the
PPF model, as already observed with the
individual membranes (cf. 3.3). Efficiency of
each permeator appears to be equal to 19 times
the one of the respective individual membranes.
This result illustrates the good arrangement of
the membranes in the permeator and also the
quality of the hydrogen pumping circuit
(collector design and performances of pumps).

4.3 Influence of pressure
Efficiency is enhanced by a pressure increase.
For the permeator n° f (Fig.7), the rate of
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Fig. 7 : Influence of Hi pressure and He content
on the performances of permeator n° 1

permeation is depending on Jp, in accordance
with equation (1) ; it means that its efficiency is
only controlled by the diffusion of H2 in Pd-Xg.
In the case of the permeator n° 2, the parabolic
law does not fit as well because of some values
obtained under 3 bars. Nevertheless, the PPF
model can be considered as valuable for the two
permeators and whatever the pressure is. as
illustrated on figure S for the permeator n° 1.

The efficiency values for the two
permeators are summarized in table II.

Table II
Inlet H2 - 5% Hn mixture flow-rates

reprocessed with a 99.9% efficiency at 300°C. Values in
bracket are referring to an effective surface of I m-

Pressure

(bar)

1.1

3

Pïrmemor 1

STP I.h"1

(591

994

1222

mol.Ir1

31 (14S)

44 (210)

:-: Co3)

Psrmeator 2

STP l.h"1

330

504

61S

mol.h'l

15 (141)

22.5 (211)

2-5 (2G0)
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4.4 Influence of He content in hydrogen
Increasing the He content from 5 to

15 vol% does not seem to modify the efficiency
of permeators as illustrated on the fig. 7 : the
maximal bleed flow-rate for a hydrogen content
close to zero is about three times higher for H, -
159?: He compared to H7 - 59c He, whatever the
pressure is. With 50 vol% He, the flow-rate
limitations of PALLAS II loop do not permit to
be so affirmative. However, in the investigated
bleed flow-rates, the permeated hydrogen rate
(Fia. 8) follows the PPF model as"well for the
Hn" 50% He mixture as for H? - 159c He and
H; - 5% He.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Bleed flow rate (STP l/min)

3.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Bieed flow rate (STP I/mm)

Fig. S : PPF model curves corresponding
io characteristics of permeator n° 1 .

Influence of HT pressure and He concent

the influence of the annular cell space on the
permeation rate appears to be small. The two
membranes of 2.5 and 5 mm diameter and
690 mm long have been demonstrated as the
more effective and have been selected for the
design and construction of two experimental
bundle-type permeators including 19 membranes
respectively representing permeations surfaces
of 1 064 and 2 090 cm2.

In the second
efficiency of the two
demonstrated. Their

place, the excellent
permeators has been

performances are
practically equal to 19 times the ones of the
elementary membranes and the permeation
rates by surface unity are very similar. The
dependence of efficiency on the square root of
pressure has also been demonstrated between
1.1 and 3 bars, while increasing the He content
from 5 to 50 vol% does not have a detrimental
effect.

The behaviour of the two bundle
permeators fits well the Perfect Piston Flow
model. This feature is very favourable for scaling
up a permeator for NET-ITER. Concerning the
choice of the membrane diameter, the smaller
one (2.5 mm) is possibly better from a
mechanical point of view but the larger one
(5 mm) certainly offers the best efficiency to size
ratio. By assuming a nominal flow-rate of
75mol.h:i in NET-ITER, the permeator n° 1
allows to reprocess at 3000C with an efficiency of
99.9%, 41% of the gas per pass under 1.1 bar,
:>9% under 2 bars, and 73% under 3 bars.
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CONCLUSION

In the first place, this study illustrates the
large dependence of finge'r membrane
performances on diameter and length whereas
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